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ABSTRACT:

This paper presents a knowledge based modeling system that allows a manufacturing engineer who has very limited knowledge of simulation methodology to quickly and correctly, develop and run a simulation model of an automated guided vehicle system (AGVS). The modeling system is capable of guiding and assisting the engineer with a level of "expertise" comparable to a trained simulation specialist. The modeling support program is an automatic programming system, written in Turbo-Prolog which generates the computer code for the required model and experiment in the SIMAN simulation language.

INTRODUCTION:

Accounting for 30 to 80 percent of the total cost of production, efficient material handling is critical to a manufacturing facilities success [Apple 1972, Hill 1986]. With the recent advances in microprocessor technology and control systems, automated guided vehicle systems (AGVS) have become a key component for factory modernization and increased productivity [Bose 1986].

The concept of an automated guided vehicle system (AGVS) embraces all transport systems which are capable of functioning without driver assistance [Muller 1983]. When first introduced to industry, the AGV was primarily in competition with driver operated material handling systems such as fork lifts, pallet carts, tow tractors etc. However, as micro-processor technology has evolved, so too have the capabilities and types of AGV systems. Today's AGVS is now in direct competition with other forms of industrial transportation (e.g. roller conveyors, belt conveyors, chain conveyors etc.).

AGVS applications within the United States have grown considerably during the last decade and are currently expanding at a 30% annual rate. Systems can be found in nearly every segment of industry. Where technically feasible, AGVS implementations are limited only by their operational considerations and economic viability [Lasecki 1986].

As a material handling system, AGVS offer several potential advantages over more traditional forms of material handling including [Muller 1983]:

1. Improved resource utilization.
2. Better control of material movement.
3. Increased throughput.
4. Reduced product damage.
5. Adaptable to routing changes.
6. Easily interfaced to existing material pickup/delivery points.
7. Highly accurate load positioning capabilities.

The need for extensive studies during the design and planning of AGV systems has been widely accepted as necessary if managers and engineers wish to understand the impact of alternative proposals without the risk of costly implementation failures. Because of their high cost, space and maintenance requirements, there is no question that AGV systems must be thoroughly evaluated prior to their implementation if their benefits are to be fully realized.

Due to their complex, dynamic behavior and high degree of interaction with all the other components of the manufacturing system, it is difficult to characterize their performance analytically [Kuhn 1983]. Alternatives to simulation modeling of material handling systems do exist. Operations research methodologies, particularly queueing network models have been used to study a number of performance measures such as machine/station utilization, throughputs, machine queue data, work in progress (WIP), etc. Their primary advantage is speed of use, deterministic output (ease of interpretation) and low cost due primarily to their limited data input and computer processing requirements.

However, certain unrealistic assumptions such as deterministic service times and infinite station buffers must be made in order to use them. A significant disadvantage with respect to studying AGVS is that vehicle blocking interactions cannot be studied, nor can the effects of machine failures, dispatching and routing decisions, vehicle maintenance cycles, etc. With the availability of third and fourth generation simulation software and lower cost computers, the relative ease, speed and cost advantages of queueing network models have lost much of its attraction.

It is important to note that a simulation model does not deal directly with aggregate systems behaviors. Instead, it focuses on the individual behaviors of entities within the system, documenting each of their changes over time. Because each object's behavior is considered in as much detail as the underlying program's logic will permit, a model can be developed to duplicate a system's behavior to any desired level of realism or completeness.
The need to conduct simulation studies in the design and planning of AGV systems has been widely accepted as necessary, especially since managers have found them to be very cheap form of insurance against costly mistakes [Church 1982, Kay 1984, Mills 1983, Duffau & Bardin 1985].

**GOAL:**

Development of a valid simulation model is critical to the design teams effective evaluation of a proposed system. Unfortunately, the skills and knowledge necessary to develop valid models is in short supply [Shannon 1985]. Although properly trained simulation specialists and consultants are obtainable, they do not usually have the understanding of the manufacturing systems needs and objectives to conduct a proper study without extensive interaction with the design engineer. A highly desirable alternative would be a simulation system that allows the manufacturing engineer or designer, familiar with his facilities needs, to do the simulation modeling himself without the requirement for elaborate training or the assistance of outside experts. This system would be capable of providing expert guidance and assistance to the engineer in the development of a valid simulation model in a relatively short time span.

The objective of this paper is to present a microprocessor based simulation system developed at Texas A&M University to address some of these needs. This system, called SIMTOOL, is an artificial intelligence based, interactive simulation tool programmed in Prolog to assist the user (through automatic programming) in developing programs, written in SIMAN, for the simulation of AGV systems.

Automatic programming (AP) is an applications area of artificial intelligence (AI) concerned with automating some aspects of the computer programming process [Barr & Feigenbaum 1982]. The goal of an AP system is to improve the environment in which a program is specified. This improvement is achieved through two key elements: (1) a reduction in the amount of detail that the programmer is confronted with and (2) a specification language more natural to the user's problem domain and way of thinking. By improving the programming environment, the programmer can more easily assemble or modify complex programs and can do so with increased confidence.

Bonn et al [in Barr & Feigenbaum 1982] have characterized AP systems as having four general identifying characteristics:

1. Specification Method - The reported system uses a combination of graphics, pull-down menus and form (template) completion.
2. Target Language - SIMTOOL writes the "goal" program in SIMAN [Pegden 1986].
3. Problem Area - The domain or area of intended operation is the design and analysis of AGV systems in a manufacturing facility.

**CHARACTERISTICS:**

SIMTOOL is an interactive simulation tool written in Borland's Turbo Prolog for the IBM PC and compatibles. It consists of approximately 6,000 lines of code containing 752 rules. It requires a minimum system configuration of 640K of RAM and color display/graphics capability. It is designed to assist the user who has very limited (or no) training in simulation methodology to quickly and correctly develop and run discrete event AGV simulation programs.

SIMTOOL employs extensive user-friendly data entry procedures including:

1. Context sensitive help functions,
2. Line input drivers with default text capability,
3. A graphics driven, rule based layout assistant,
4. Manual override and text editing of SIMTOOL generated data elements and code,
5. Wordstar style text editing,
6. Pulldown, popup and box menus,
7. Window status lines,
8. Virtual layout screen capability,
9. Full color windows with resizing functions,
10. Programmed function keys,
11. Extensive error trapping of user inputs and for model information completeness.

SIMTOOL is structured into four distinct logical processes to further enhance the user's perspective of the modeling environment while reducing the scope of complexity. These processes are:

1. Plant Layout - This process allows the user to graphically define his or her proposed AGVS network.
2. Data Tables - SIMTOOL converts the proposed network into proper data tables reflecting the node relationships and distances necessary for simulation modeling. Data table calculations are transparent to the user.
3. Generate Model - This process allows SIMTOOL to interact with the user to solicit parameters necessary to define the proposed models functional relationships and dynamic characteristics. Upon completion, an ASCII SIMAN program representing the proposed model and experiment is generated automatically.
4. Compile Model - This process invokes the SIMAN model and experiment processors for compilation of the ASCII model and experiment files generated earlier during
the Generate Model process. Upon completion, the SIMAN link processor links the two compiled files as a single executable file. SIM TOOL then submits the linked files to the run time processor for execution.

SIM TOOL's separation of the model definition phase into four distinct functional activities allows the user access to the model at several stages in its development life cycle. In so doing, SIM TOOL provides the user with the ability to develop models over an extended period of time or to modify existing models with a minimum of effort.

The breakdown of SIM TOOL into distinct activities also serves a practical purpose. By separating each of the activities into modules that can be executed individually (via virtual memory using the DOS Linker utility), computer memory requirements for SIM TOOL are substantially reduced. This reduction in memory requirements is essential to SIM TOOL's ability to operate in the microprocessor environment.

**SIM TOOL NETWORK:**

The modeling process begins with a graphical description of the proposed network layout. A SIM TOOL network is a directed graph of nodes and arcs which represent the AGV system. Arcs represent the travel path or routes that the vehicle follows during navigation of the facility. All arcs are directed, that is to say, each represents an unidirectional path of traffic flow (a path being any sequence of nodes connected by arcs). A path's direction is based on a user specified parent-child precedence relationship between connected nodes. Nodes represent points where loading/unloading, vehicle queuing, route assignment, vehicle selection, and vehicle blocking can occur. Two types of nodes are employed in a SIM TOOL network: (1) work station nodes and (2) track intersection nodes.

SIM TOOL has a virtual screen and is dimensioned from the upper left hand corner. The current location of the cursor is always indicated on the top row of the screen. The user decides the scale of the graphic drawing i.e. each row and each column represents 1 foot or 10 feet. The user draws the proposed physical layout on the screen by placing the work stations in their proper location and drawing the proposed interconnecting track system (including track intersections).

Work station nodes represent AGV delivery and pickup points (i.e. machine cells, storage/retrieval systems, shipping/receiving docks etc.) typically found in the manufacturing environment. Each station is identified by the prefix "S" followed by the users assigned station serial number for identification purposes. Since each station node represents a pickup/delivery point for vehicles, each is equipped with features designed to support vehicle movements. These features include queues, robots/workers (for loading/unloading), and vehicle traffic control.

Five queues are provided for each station node. They are:

1. Track wait - Empty Vehicle
2. Track wait - Loaded Vehicle
3. Station Robot Wait - Vehicle Offload
4. Station Robot Wait - Vehicle Load
5. Machine Center WIP

Track Wait - Empty Vehicle, is designed to store empty vehicles in transit to another station for load pickup but delayed for traffic control at the current station. The second queue, Track Wait - Loaded Vehicle, is similarly designed except that vehicle statistics are maintained for loaded rather than empty vehicles. The third queue, Station Robot Wait - Vehicle Offload, is designed to accommodate vehicles delivering a load to the current station but delayed waiting for allocation of the robot/worker resource needed to offload. The fourth queue, Station Robot Wait - Vehicle Load, is essentially identical to queue type 3 except that it represents vehicles waiting for robot loading rather than unloading. The fifth queue, Machine Center WIP, represents the station work-in-progress (WIP) queue.

Each queue is identified by its user assigned station number during post-simulation analysis. This association is done automatically by SIM TOOL during model generation and remains transparent to the user.

The second type of network node is the intersection node. This node is designed to represent path or arc junction points where alternative vehicle routing can occur. Up to three incoming paths or three outgoing paths may pass through this node in the network are not permitted. The intersection nodes are identified by the prefix "I" followed by the user's assigned intersection serial number.

From the graphic layout, SIM TOOL will calculate the distances between nodes. The intersection nodes also provide a very useful mechanism for calculating optimal path inter-node distances. Since vehicle routing decisions for optimal path selection are made only at intersection nodes and not at station nodes, the number of nodes contained within the search space of a shortest path (exhaustive search) algorithm can be substantially reduced. This is the approach used by SIM TOOL during generation of the vehicle distances used in the SIMAN experimental file distance lookup tables.

SIM TOOL's distances are calculated using a method somewhat similar to Schist's [1987] shortest path algorithm which uses Turbo Prolog's default search method of depth-first. However, the SIM TOOL algorithm is modified to make use of the intersection node search space reduction strategy. This is done by using the list handling mechanisms available in Prolog to group station nodes into "family lists" containing only those S-nodes found between any two I-nodes. This modification significantly improves the algorithms performance, especially for networks with large numbers of multiple path alternatives and station nodes.
MODEL PARAMETERS:

While the model layout process graphically depicts the network's physical relationships such as vehicle path direction, vehicle delivery/pickup points, track intersection or route decision points, etc., it does not fully characterize the intended model's static and dynamic descriptions. There is other information regarding characteristics of the stations, AGV's, the parts to be processed etc. required by the model. This information is entered through a system of selection from pulldown, popup, box menus and the answering of questions posed by the system. These parameters either relate to the jobs to be processed or the AGV system itself.

In the case of jobs to be processed, selection of the "Jobtypes" item from the "Generate Model" menu starts a series of interrogations in which the user is asked to specify:

1. Number of job types and their frequency of occurrence,
2. The routing sequence for each job type,
3. The processing time for each station and job type,
4. The arrival/departure station name.

Likewise the selection of "Vehicle Parameters" leads to an interrogation of the user to define:

1. Number of vehicles,
2. Empty and loaded vehicle speeds,
3. Initial vehicle positions within the network,
4. Number of robot/workers for vehicle loading/unloading at each station,
5. The processing time for loading/unloading of vehicles,
6. AGV track Zone length (used to control how close two vehicles can follow each other).

The experienced user of SIMAN will recognize immediately how this information is used in the experiment file to be created. The information entered by the user is stored in system generated files. By so doing, parameters can later be modified, either as a group or individually at the user's convenience. This capability provides a significant time savings when multiple iterations using the same basic model are necessary.

MODEL GENERATION:

Once the proposed AGV system has been completely described, generation of the SIMAN model can begin. This process is straightforward and only requires selection of the "Generate Model Code" option found in the "Generate Model" pulldown window menu. SIMTOOL then automatically generates both the ASCII SIMAN model file and the experiment file for the proposed system. This process remains entirely transparent to the user. The experienced simulation modeler can then examine, print out or modify these files as desired by going into the SIMTOOL editor.

The translation will be apparent to the user of SIMAN with the possible exception of a couple of modeling tricks. For example, vehicle movement on the track is controlled using the same scheme as most real world systems. Intersections are declared as resources to be seized before proceeding and released after clearing. This precludes two vehicles going through the intersection from different directions at the same time. Likewise, SIMTOOL has used the user specified "Track Zone Length" to create for each segment of track between nodes, a set of indexed resources which are seized and released as the vehicle proceeds down the track. This mechanism keeps vehicles from following too close and also insures that two vehicles are not occupying the same space.

After the system informs the user that the model has been generated, the user selects the "Compile Model" selection from the main menu and the computer executable code is compiled and linked for running.

SUMMARY:

The system discussed in this paper is an AI-based system that allows the manufacturing engineer with limited training in simulation methodology to quickly and correctly develop and run simulation models of an AGV system under study. Fairly complex AGV systems have been modeled in less than 30 minutes by users with no previous experience in simulation.

It is a demonstration of one approach to introducing AI technology into the field of simulation, namely what we call hybrid systems. Hybrid systems are those in which intelligent front and backend user interfaces are built around existing simulation systems. Other examples of this approach can be found in the literature. For example, see Murray 1986, Ford & Schroer 1987, Mellichamp & Wahab 1987 all of which use SIMAN as the underlying language or Ryan 1987, Seliger et al 1987 which use SIMULA.

The work reported on in this paper is only one part of a larger on-going research program at Texas A&M University to try to integrate AI and simulation technologies [Adelsberger et al 1986, Shannon et al 1986]. It is clear that the transition to significantly better and easier to use simulation systems is underway [Shannon 1986]. The increasing use of interactive graphical model construction and data input, graphical and animated output analysis, the embedding of more and more of the statistical analysis within the language, all are first tentative steps.

Simulation systems based upon the application of artificial intelligence and logic programming will hopefully generate a new, more powerful environment for simulation modeling. The goal is to simplify and put at the fingertips of the semi-naive user, the expertise of the most knowledgeable and experienced simulation experts.
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